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Abramovych Kseniia 
Specialized School No. 85, Kyiv 

20ksenia021010@gmail.com 
 

THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS 
IN THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS 

 
People since old times have strived to create the theory of ideal society 

where fairness, peace, happiness, liberty and equality will always rule the 
world. The question of democracy has always been controversial. Although, 
democracy gives us lots of opportunities, it is also the source of many 
problems. Nevertheless, the spirit and values of democracy characterize the 
modern civisation. My goal is to show the contribution of our youth 
organization to the democracy-building process in our society. I believe that 
it is very important in the country where the war is going on. People are busy 
thinking about restoring peace and stability in the country, which leaves no 
chance for developing of democracy. As a chairperson of the movement, I 
would like to introduce it to you. Civil movement "Junior Ambassadors for 
peace" was found in our school in 2014. Moreover, it has recently gained an 
international status. Children from Lithuania, Armenia, Israel, Sweden and 
Belarus have joined us. Our project "Junior Ambassadors for peace" aims to 
put into practice the philosophy and culture of peace. The idea of our 
movement to prepare young people to create liberal, peaceful, progressive, 
democratic and law-governed country. We try to give children some very 
important and useful skills such as leading, speaking, creativity and others. 
To sum up, only in democracy, people can unite for general goals and 
political and social lives how they want for public weal. 
 
 

Angel Olesia 
School of Hadynkivtsi village, Hadynkivtsi, Ternopil Oblast 

olesiaanhel2812@gmal.com 
 

THE PASCAL'S BET 
 

The 'Thoughts' by Blaise Pascal is part of his own apologetic work, in 
which he criticized atheism and justified the religion, specifically Christianity. 
The main idea of "Thoughts" is Pascal's intuition in which the question of 
domination of trust in Superior Powers over the skeptic attitude in relation to 
religion is considered. According to Pascal, life is a special kind of "game" 
and our trust in God or its absence is at the same time our bet about the final 
character of reality. In addition, the author trusted that in this bet we could 
win or lose the eternal life. Imagine, that all reality depends on the throw of 
the coin, from the first side of which there is a phrase "God exists", but on 
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the other side, it is written: "God is dead". Here is a question, which asked 
Pascal: "What is your opinion?" 

The overcoming of doubts was the greatest human achievement. 
Phlegmatic people trust with joy, in counterbalance to another, "who are 
intelligent enough to understand the truth, even for them it would be very 
unpleasant for them". The "Thoughts" by Pascal, in my opinion, is a 
challenge for people. It means that they should ponder over their convictions 
instead of having lazy and ironical doubts about everything. 

Now, after four hundred years, we discuss the place of religion in society. 
Can we imagine the world without God? How would it look like? To my mind, 
the arguments could not help us to find the winner in the global battle 
between Christian fundamentalism and science. The subject of debate is not 
only the truth but the awareness of what we should do with this truth. 
 
 

Berdnik Stanislav 
Konotop School No. 10, Konotop, Sumy Oblast  

antonklim1717@gmail.com 
 

THE MENTALITY OF UKRAINIANS AS POLITICAL  
AND ECONOMIC PHENOMENON 

 
In the course of the reforming processes in modern Ukraine, the 

formation of a new hierarchy of values of Ukrainian society and its 
mentality are taking place. The relevance of the chosen topic is determined 
by the uncertainty and blurring of the scientific meaning of the concept 
"Ukrainian mentality" and the interpretation of this term is more often from 
the standpoint of sociology, but not from the economic and political 
positions. The concept "mentality" refers to the borrowed categories 
transferred to our scientific circulation from foreign social philosophy. The 
precedence in the application and study of the term "mentality" belongs to 
the founder of the newest French ethnology L. Levy-Bruhl. Among the 
systems that promote both the formation of mentality and its evolution, we 
should highlight the following: racial and ethnic qualities of the community, 
natural and geographical conditions of its existence, geopolitical position of 
the territory that were settled by a certain ethnic group. Among these 
factors, playing an important role in shaping the national mentality, are the 
natural and geographical conditions of the ethnic community's living. 
These include the size of the area of dwelling, its relief, the nature of the 
boundaries, the climate, the presence of minerals, features of flora and 
fauna. In addition, Ukrainian people are influenced by the geopolitical 
location of Ukraine. Historical originality of the Ukrainian people was 
formed in the space, which encountered between the West and the East 
civilizations and their influence played an important role of developing 
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Ukrainians mentality. Thus, in the context of deepening globalization and 
expanding migration of the Ukrainian population, the problems of national 
mentality became an important forming factor of society. 

 
 

Bilous Snizhana 
Ukrainian Humanities Lyceum, Kyiv 

bilouskass@ukr.net 
 

NIL KHASEVICH: CREATOR AND REBEL 
 

This study explores the path of Nil Khasevich as an artist and a Ukrainian 
insurgent in the middle of the twentieth century. The main milestones of his 
life, public-political and artistic activity in the interwar, war and post-war period 
were considered. The focus is on Nil Khasevich as propagandist of Ukraine 
and Ukrainian idea. The analysis of the existing historiography of the problem 
was made and new materials on perpetuating the memory of the artist were 
introduced into the scientific circulation. The main periods of life and activity of 
Nil Khasevich were singled out, his creative heritage, which is now preserved 
in various museums of Ukraine, made public the visual materials. 

Nil Khasevich is a legend of the Ukrainian liberation movement. As a 
world-class artist, he renounced everything for the sake of his dreams – the 
independence of Ukraine. He was not a UPA soldier, he did not take part in 
battles, but his contribution to the development of national ideals is hard to 
overestimate. He almost all his life was in opposition to the then power: 
Polish, Nazi, and Soviet, who did not want to rely on the interests of the 
Ukrainian people. Before the proclamation of Ukraine's independence, the 
name of Nil Khasevich was removed from the national history. Only now, we 
begin to return him dignity and honor his memory. Confirmation of this: 
opened monuments, streets named in his honor, exhibitions created in the 
leading museums of Ukraine, scientific articles and journalistic investigations 
devoted to his life, creativity and public-political activities. 

The figure of Nil Khasevich is one of the defining elements in the 
Ukrainian liberation movement. However, at the same time he is remains 
unknown and underestimated. Moreover, he still has to take that place 
among the prominent Ukrainians, which he rightfully owns. 
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Dabizha Mariia 
Bila Tserkva Collegium, Bila Tserkva, Kyiv Oblast 

designer_m@ukr.net 
 

EXHIBITIONS OF CONTEMPORARY ART:  
A NEW PHILOSOPHY OF CREATIVITY 

 
Modern art is an issue for disagreements and discussion in scholarly 

world. Art critics are expressing both ecstasy and vigorous criticism to artistic 
creations of XX-XXI centuries. Meanwhile ordinary visitors remain thinking 
about meaning exhibition and piece. Definitely, postmodernism is specific 
state in development of culture, which needs to be analyzed in artistic 
outlook context of XX-XXI centuries, whereas contradictory developments 
lead to inevitable contradictory phenomena in art.  

The Avant-garde revolution in art, which had begun during the era of 
modernism and last postmodernism, impressed us with diversity of unusual 
approaches to art. Topic and shape of modern art had changed, but the 
main artist's tasks often were to impress, to shock viewers, to blow you 
away. Philosophy of creation acquired features, which realistic art didn't 
have. In particular, the glorification of beauty is not art's aim, simultaneously; 
topic and vision have come to the fore. It must hit home and excite. Artists 
are moving from aesthetic ideal to aesthetics of the ugly, that is why 
exhibitions cause negative emotions. The exhibition 'Fragile State' by 
PinchukArtCentre could be such an example, which  let us see the world by 
artist's eyes. In this we can investigate the key topics, bringing up by artists 
in their work of art. This exhibition meanders in systematically between those 
different definitions of the Fragile State. It provokes conversations linking the 
fragility of our body and mind, and the fragility of ideologies and historical 
understandings. It draws parallels between the fragility of youth and that of a 
country at war conflict or the fragility of life and that of a State at risk. 
Definitely, understanding of modern art cannot be without disclosure of 
features, conditions their development, changing in social outlook and 
principles of creativity. 

 
 

Dmytrashko Karyna 
Bila Tserkva Collegium, Bila Tserkva, Kyiv Oblast 

karinadmitrasko9@gmail.com 
 

LOVE AND DEATH IN THE WRITINGS OF FEDERICO GARCIA LORCA 
 

This paper is dedicated to the work of a famous Spanish poet and 
playwright Federico Garcia Lorca. Being one the most prominent artists of 
the world, he had a great passion to literature and could not imagine his life 
without writing. Garcia Lorca is known as the revolutionary poet, the fighter 
for his country and people. That is why the objective of our investigation is to 
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reveal another aspect of his work. Basing on the literary analysis of the 
sonnets from the collection "The Sonnets of the Dark Love" and his play 
"Mariana Pineda", we have managed to prove the existence of romantic 
aspects of his poems and analyze their characteristics. He was a wizard of 
various artistic devices, such as metaphor, oxymoron, inversion, comparison 
etc. Although, the love poetry wasn't the main focus of the work of Garcia 
Lorca, but thanks to abundance and mastership of using narrative 
techniques, it has completely surrendered to his talent. 

 
 

Dolhyi Andrii 
Kramatorsk School No. 16, Kramatorsk, Donetsk Oblast 

andrey.dolgey5112002@gmail.com 
 

THE IMAGE OF HUMAN IN CYBER SOCIETY 
 

In the cyber society age, a new type of a human is forming. The great 
opportunities of our time have posed the problem of the development of 
personality, which should be able for self-realization in a new reality. The key 
element for the formation of an individual is to preserve his or her 
psychosomatic integrity. Spiritual values, intellectual, and cultural heritage of 
humanity have become the principal factors of the development of 
personality. To explore the formation of human being of the XXI century, it is 
necessary to consider the changes of recent times. From the state of "the 
thinking human" the person moved to the state of "the playing human" , so 
the person of Cyber Society should be "the creative human". This evolution 
is associated with changes in social life. In the Industrial Age "The Protestant 
Ethic" was the ethical paradigm. The Information Age formed "The Hacker 
Ethics". The Cyber-Society Age raised the question of "Transcendental 
Ethics of Creativity". Today the spiritual vector of information using is of high 
importance. Therefore, the source of spiritual values should become the 
basis for the upbringing of the Modern Human. The basis of human 
spirituality is the historical and cultural background of the people. The 
intellectual heritage of humanity forms the categorical apparatus of the 
individual. Knowledge becomes the basis for the community commitment of 
existence. However, knowledge exists in two forms. The first one serves to 
achieve the ultimate goal and limits the personal development. The second 
form of knowledge is aimed at mastering its own self, and as a result, 
ensures self-development of the individual. The second form is existential 
knowledge and provides a person stepping out of the achieved. It should be 
noted that the historical source of the latter is the historical and cultural 
experience of humanity and native people. 

Ascertained Genesis of the Modern Human is threatened with its 
asociality. The involvement of the individual into the intellectual and artistic 
heritage of the native people will ensure the development of a community-
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minded, cultural and creative personality. Consequently, a person of Cyber 
Society is integral, community-minded, capable of national and self-identity, 
a creative personality. 

 
 

Fedorov Dmytro 
Lysychansk Multidisciplinary Gymnasium, Lysychansk, Luhansk Oblast 

tataromogol@ukr.net 
 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AS AN ARTIFICIAL BEING  
OF HUMAN EXISTENCE IN K. JASPERS PHILOSOPHY 
 

A person is truly a unique being, who creates and improves one's own 
artificial existence through the development of science and technology. 
However, the French philosopher K. Jaspers saw the threat for humans of 
being enslaved by technique in a pace of development of science and 
technology. It changed the communication of people, influenced the human 
being, originated and destroyed states and civilizations. The processes of 
industrialization, globalization, urbanization, and indoctrination stimulated not 
only the emergence of new social forms of government, state control levers, 
state-property stratification of countries, the accumulation of wealth by some 
countries at the expense of the colonization of others, but also to 
reassessment of traditional values, the spread of nihilism, atheistic beliefs, 
decline morals. 

In the development of modern science, K. Jaspers identified three basic 
features: methods of cognition, probability, universality. Science becomes so 
self-confident that it no longer has any branches of human development that 
it would not want to investigate, but to explore, proclaim the results, 
demanded their recognition as not being in doubt. Modern science is ready 
to encroach on even the intimate, secret parts of being. Humankind is 
accustomed to live in a technical artificial being, all more separating from 
nature. Human turns into a part of a single production mechanism, and it is 
not clear who governs the world – a person who uses a technique or 
technique that uses a person.  

The technique is not only a tool of labor; it is technically refined rules of 
behavior that are passed from generation to generation. The technique 
facilitates the physical labor of a person, but at the same time, it requires her 
super-intellectual work. The preparation of such a person is accompanied by 
education, which loses its axiological component, and becomes a 
mechanism of reproduction. If the value of a person does not disappear 
completely, then it becomes mechanized-segregated, in accordance with its 
importance in this artificial existence. 
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Herasymchuk Iryna 
Rivne Oblast Scientific Boarding School, Rivne 

irkagerasymchuk@gmail.com 
 
AN INFLUENCE OF PHILOSOPHY OF HEART OF PAMFIL YURKEVICH  

ON SPIRITUAL LIFE OF MODERN PERSONALITY 
 

It seems nowadays morality and spirituality are not priorities. Therefore 
the feeling of personal responsibility is lost, people begin look for new ideals. 
This topic was investigated in the creative works of Pamfil Yurkevich, who 
was a bright representative of the Kyiv religious-philosophical school of the 
second half of the XIX century.  P. Yurkevich created a peculiar concept 
called 'philosophy of the heart'. 

Yurkevich is one of the prominent representatives of the spiritual and 
academic direction in philosophy, the author of tsuch works as 'Idea', 'The 
Heart and Its Significance in The Spiritual Life of Human Being', 'From the 
Science of the Human Spirit'. The central theme of his philosophy is a 
person and one's heart. A heart for philosopher is the center of spiritual and 
moral life. The source of moral deeds of a person is love. The brightly 
expressed specific of Ukrainian mentality, home perception of the world is 
traced in 'philosophy of heart'. Such type of thinking got the name 
cordocentrism, that an equilibrium of chairman and hearts are the basis of.  

Ideas of spiritual life of a person that was expounded by Yurkevich 
deeply influenced on development of the Ukrainian philosophical idea. 
Humanity in our time does not have "Philosophy of heart", morality in 
particular. "Philosophy of heart", must become the main ideological source of 
conception of steady development of modern Ukraine. Transformation of our 
society is possible only at the terms of spiritual self-knowledge of members 
of society, adjusting of public communication based on a faith in only God. 
The most important value of 'philosophy of heart' consists in that she 
specifies on the necessity of overcoming of lack of spirituality. Spirituality is 
the way of life, in that a mind operates concertedly with a heart. 

 
 

Holubieva Emiliia 
College of Economics, Law and Information Technologies "KROK", Kyiv 

gemili@ukr.net 
 

UKRAINIAN INTEGRATION INTO GLOBAL SOCIOPOLITICAL SYSTEM 
 

Globalization is taking place today. It stimulates the strengthening of the 
interconnection of people, companies, countries and all civilization. The 
scientific and technological progress and development of the Internet reduce 
the distance between states. Nowadays, new communication technologies 
allow us to find news from anywhere in the world quickly, actually in real 
time. English has become a language of international communication. 
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Deploying the globalization processes has a different impact to the national 
economies and to the socio-economic development of the countries. There 
is interesting fact that for some countries globalization expands the 
possibilities of using and optimal combination of various resources, including 
labor resources. Simultaneously, for other countries the processes of 
globalization increase the competitive struggle and increase the unevenness 
of economic development. In a fact, globalization is a process of worldwide 
economic, political and cultural integration, which is based on a unified 
system of relationships. The consequences of these processes are the 
spread and the introduction of uniform standards of companies around the 
world. As a result, a new component of economic development is formed – 
the knowledge economy. The systematic accumulation of intellectual capital 
in the context of globalization is becoming one of the main factors of the 
economic development of companies and countries, as well as a competitive 
advantage over other companies and states on the scale of the world 
economy. The migratory influx into the highly developed countries of 
workers, including through the factor of migration of knowledge, leads to 
accelerated economic growth, by increasing investments in human capital, 
thanks to which it is possible to create new technologies capable of providing 
the world's leading countries their economic leadership on a global scale. 
Reasonable consideration of these trends could help the Ukrainian economy 
to move forward.  

 
 

Kachan Diana 
Krasyliv School No. 3, Krasyliv, Khmelnytskyi Oblast 

diana210320022108@gmail.com 
 

MODERN HUMAN AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES 
 

The paper deals with the issues of human development in the conditions 
of information and digital technologies, the content side of the interaction of a 
person with artificial intelligence. 

In connection with the appearance of new results in the science of the 
21st century, namely in the fields of computing technics, cybernetics, 
synergetics, neurology, psychology, linguistics, bio- and nanotechnologies, 
there appeared the task of further reflection relating the current issue state. 
Therefore, philosophical and psychological reflections of the vectors of the 
artificial intelligence influence on the human personality and the outline of 
the existing, potential threats for the existence of the society are defined as 
the relevant directions of scientific research. 

A particular attention is paid to the issue of inhibition of the cognitive 
development of an individual in connection with the appearance of the 
external data medium, the opportunities of the Internet technologies to solve 
intellectual problems of the person. The emphasis is laid on the fact that 
information and digital technologies, having finally overcome the problem of 
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reproduction of human mental activity, will approach almost the last limit, 
which will separate a person from a robot that possesses artificial 
intelligence, being at the probabilistic point of his consciousness 

Alongside, it is noted that if earlier the computers (electronic computing 
machines) were only an auxiliary link in solving one or other intellectual 
problems then now robots and computers not only physically force out 
people from the social and technical space, but they also professionally take 
professions, work places away from us, that leads to a catastrophic social 
crisis situation. The need for a person is objectively reduced, or more 
precisely, it disappears. The conclusion of this work is the idea, that the 
humanity has faced a global problem, the essence of which is in the 
mechanisms of keeping the artificial intelligence within the framework of 
managed necessity (resource). This is the task to be solved in the near 
future in order to save the person, in general our civilization. 

 
 

Katerynchuk Yelyzaveta 
Lyceum of Politics, Economics, Law and Foreign Languages, Kyiv 

liza.Katerinchuk@icloud.com 
 

WAYS OF PROPAGANDA IN HISTORY AND IN MODERN TIMES 
 

Political propaganda and manipulation techniques have influenced on 
the society choices and have had the biggest impact in the XX century as 
the humankind struggled through two World Wars and numerous 
revolutions. The techniques used in visual propaganda during the Spanish 
revolution of 1936 have been used after by other countries in the World 
War II. Journalistic propaganda during the Spanish revolution took the 
educational function, and showed a remarkable representation of religious, 
wartime and political propanda all mixed together. Due to the fact of the 
limited number of newspapers and magazines that were allowed to be 
printed and spread on the territory of Spain, it had an immense impact on 
the society. The most used methods of propaganda in the newspapers that 
we have analyzed were ad nauseam, appealing to the authority and to the 
fear, cult of personality and dictate. Our analysis of these propaganda 
methods is supported by the vast illustrative material and helps to 
understand the nature of political manipulations, which are implemented 
even in the modern society. 
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Khomenko Anna 
Bila Tserkva School No. 6, Bila Tserkva, Kyiv Oblast 

asya.vaise@gmail.com 
 

VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF FRIDA KAHLO'S PERSONAL FEELINGS  
IN ARTISTIC PARADIGM OF HER SELF-PORTRAITS 

 
One of the most interesting art representatives of modernists in XX 

century is a famous Mexican artist Frida Kahlo. Frida is the author of more 
than 60 self-portraits, where she shows all the spectrum of personal 
emotions, impressions and feelings with the help of symbols and metaphors. 

The paper explores the means and techniques of artistic visualization of 
personal experiences in the creative paradigm of Frida Kahlo self-portraits. 
The article attempts to analyze personal symbols and visual metaphors in 
the artist's work. 

The main methods of this research are historical, stylistic, and 
comparative analysis, logical compilation, scientific abstractions, 
biographical, and visual examinations. 

Scientific novelty is the application of semantic techniques to read the 
symbols of images of Frida Kahlo's self-portraits, their artistic and stylistic 
features as a process of self-knowledge in artistic culture, as well as ways of 
modeling pictures of personal emotions and interferences through self-
portraiture. A holistic art-study analysis of the artist's heritage was carried 
out, the artistic and aesthetic features and semantics of creative detail of the 
artist were considered, the dictionary of individual visual symbols was made. 

According to the research, we can distinguish three groups of symbols: 
personal, national symbols and symbols-archetypes. The most numerous is 
the first group. This proves her originality in the creative paradigm of her self-
portraits. 

The compositional solution of self-portraits is symbolic. Understanding of 
herself and detailed analysis of her body and fate ruthlessly break the usual 
world of the artist, who is apt and transferred on the background of her paintings.  

Having analyzed the peculiarities of her artist's style, we can suppose the 
combination and original naive art. It gives the possibility to argue that creativity 
is unique, distinctive, worthy of special attention and more in-depth study. 

 
 

Khrystokina Anna 
Bucha School No. 5, Bucha, Kyiv Oblast 

anyaxristokina@gmail.com 
 

SOCIO-POLITICAL ASPECT OF THE SOCRATIC DIALOGUE  
IN THE MODERN CONTEXT 

 
Dialogue is a form of socio-cultural communication, aimed at establishing 

the truth, reaching agreement between the interlocutors. The problem of 
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social dialogue has particular relevance in our time. In political, cultural 
discourse, everyone wants to be heard, wants to speak, while not always 
listening to the words and intentions of the other. 

The problem of philosophical and socio-political dialogue was developed 
by M. Buber, G. Marcel, M. Bakhtin, Y. Klochovsky, E. Levinas. It is 
extremely important, in this context that the opinion of O. Apell and  
J. Habermas appears. In the context of our study, a prominent modern 
philosopher, H. Arend, offered an interesting view of the socio-political 
nature of the dialogue. 

Particularly the topic of the social context of the dialogue is relevant to 
the Ukrainian socio-political process in its key historical moments. The 
phenomenon of social dialogue is fundamentally important for Ukrainian 
society, it has previously allowed for a civic consensus, and now has to play 
a consolidating role in preserving the vitality of the Ukrainian nation. 

The author highlights three approaches to social dialogue. A pluralist 
approach involves identifying different thoughts, exchanging ideas and 
arguments while preserving their value. Objectivist, also involves the 
exchange of opinions and the discovery of the positions of each participant 
in the dialogue, their comparison and arguable dispute, but as a result 
should have a single true position. Conventional, the result of the 
exchange of views and dialogue sees the truth as a consensus, the 
consent of the parties, the adoption of which is the most fruitful and 
constructive way out of the dispute. 

 
 

Koliakina Olha 
Bila Tserkva Collegium, Bila Tserkva, Kyiv oblast 

kolyakina17olga@gmail.com 
 

IVAN FRANKO'S PUBLICIST HERITAGE  
AS AN OUTSTANDING PHENOMENON IN HISTORY  

OF UKRAINIAN JOURNALISM 
 

Ivan Franko is one of the brightest figures in Ukrainian history. He was 
prose writer and playwright, poet and publicist, economist, encyclopedic 
scientist, translator. Ivan was also a great Ukrainian, and a true European, 
acknowledged in Vienna as a doctor of philosophy. 

Ivan Franko's journalistic activity is a bit unusual phenomenon for the 
history of Ukrainian and not only Ukrainian journalism. World literature is 
unlikely able to name another person who would have found so much 
universalism in this field and had such a powerful influence on the 
development of periodical literature. He was the organizer, leader and 
leading journalist of newspapers and magazines in Galicia and the first 
historian of the Ukrainian press. About half of his writing creative heritage is 
journalism. It was not an auxiliary, but a completely independent, extremely 
important way of its literary activity. 
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This study is devoted to consideration of the main features of Franko's 
journalistic texts, the specifics of his language, content and aesthetic 
functions of the metaphor in the author's journalistic texts. 

The aim of this research was to understand Ivan Franko's journalism as a 
key element of Ukrainian journalism, in the context of the writer's ideological 
foundations. 

The result of the research scrutinized the functions, properties and tasks 
of journalism, clarified the issues of the history of the development of 
Ukrainian journalism, revealed the influence of Ivan Franko on the 
development of journalism in Ukraine. 
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THE IDEA OF CONGENIAL WORK  
IN CREATIVE WORKS BY G. SKOVORODA 

 
Skovoroda's teaching proposes the definition of those features in which a 

person has natural abilities that bring spiritual satisfaction, are given with 
natural ease, and are directly embodied in a particular activity. Such activity 
becomes a meaning of life, one of the most important components of 
happiness and well-being, not only for the person who chose a 'congenial' 
type of activity, but also for the whole society. The idea of 'affinity' of the 
thinker was formed under the influence of several factors. Among those 
factors are love of the Bible, knowledge of Greek philosophy, familiarity with 
various philosophical systems of that time, folk wisdom. To achieve 
satisfaction from work, to bring benefits to society and to attain happiness, a 
person needs to look for his or her 'affinity' all life long, to develop personal 
talents with perseverance and patience. The main task of his life 
G. Skovoroda considered as a need to prove his philosophy. Indeed, the 
philosopher could say with pleasure: "The world was catching me, but have 
not caught". 'Affinity' or 'congeniality' of Skovoroda has consistency with the 
popular self-actualization in the present time. Both categories have common 
aspects, such as self-knowledge, self-determination, development of 
abilities, self-education, perseverance, etc. G. Skovoroda's views on this 
problem remain valid, and it is worth turning to them, to begin to build a 
society of 'congenial' labor at a time when a significant part of humanity 
cannot find itself in a volatile world, when the landmarks of life are lost when 
society has no definite ideology of development. In our times, when for 
centuries dreamed independent Ukrainian state has become a historical 
reality, the problem of spiritual development and self-actualization of the 
person becomes of special urgency. The process of formation of education 
and upbringing should contribute to the formation of a creatively developed, 
spiritually rich personality, which is one of the main tasks of our society. 
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CONSTANCY OF THE CONSTITUTION OF UKRAINE  
AS UKRAINIAN STATEHOOD PRESERVATION GUARANTEE 

 
The key to the successful development of a democratic state is political, 

economic and social stability because of the compromise achieved by all 
groups of the population, which, due to historical conditions, formed a single 
people in it.  

The history of world constitutionalism shows that the constitution itself is 
a reflection of such a compromise, the result of civil peace and social 
consensus, social solidarity. In such states, constancy of the constitution is 
the main historical heritage, a condition for their prosperity. 

After analyzing the 'constancy' concept, we propose own definition of 
constitution constancy. Constancy of the Constitution is a state of the 
constitution in which its norms, adopted on the basis of social consensus 
and social solidarity, providing civil peace, are permanent and non-
repugnant, and capable, over a long period, to provide the needs of all 
segments of the population who historically live in a certain territory and call 
it its own state. 

The adoption in 1996 of the Constitution of Ukraine was one of the most 
important historical events in the life of Ukrainians, contributed to the further 
consolidation of society on the path to building its own state, stabilized and 
at the highest level consolidated the socio-economic and political choices of 
the Ukrainian people. 

However, the constant attempts of politicians to rewrite the Constitution 
in 2004-2019, even in violation of its norms, often through manipulation and 
without consideration of the people's opinion, have already led to a violation 
of its constancy, suppression the idea of the Constitution itself.  

That is why it is necessary to stop any speculation on the subject of the 
constitution, to stop making any changes to the Main Law, but the most 
important thing is to respect and to comply current Constitution. 
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A SEMANTICS OF THE LITERARY-ARTISTIC IMAGE OF HOT DRINKS 
IN THE SERIES OF BOOKS 'WARM STORIES'  

BY BRIGHT STAR PUBLISHING 
 

The culture of hot drinks consumption in coffee shops is widely spread now. 
In the urban infrastructure of catering establishments grows demand for coffee 
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drinks. Therefore, active using of themes and images of hot drinks in the works 
of contemporary writers is an interesting for literary and artistic analysis. 

The Kyiv publishing house Bright Star Publishing has published a series of 
Ukrainian-language books 'Warm Stories', established by Nadia Gerbish in 
2012. In our opinion, because the first letters of this series had the names of 
the story and the images of hot drinks, so in all the artistic works of 'Warm 
Stories' there are images of coffee, cacao, tea, lace, etc. We analyzed seven 
books from the series 'Warm Stories. This is the first series of books in the title 
contained the name coffee and chocolate, so the images of hot drinks used in 
every product. In the book series, 'Warm Stories', regardless of the leading 
theme, actively used the images of hot drinks. Among the most popular are 
tea, coffee, lime and cocoa. Each of these drinks performed semantic and 
symbolic functions. Often, tea symbolized the comfort and home atmosphere 
and was the occasion to invite to the party. Coffee was identified with an 
integral part of the day of the main characters, a way to relax, and often was a 
symbol of meeting or dating. Cocoa is a symbol of childhood and memories. 
Heroes who choose this drink are cheerful and dreamy. 

In addition, the images of hot drinks is repeatedly related with human 
characters. For example, people who prefer strong coffee drinks are strong 
spirits, strong-willed, serious. Those who choose latte or cappuccino, 
represent soft, calm, sensual personalities. People who drink hot drinks with 
unusual combinations of flavors are creative people. Thus, with the 
development of a culture of consumption of hot beverages outside the home, 
the popularity of the topic of coffee and tea in fiction is growing. Recently, the 
authors actively introduce into the plot the product of the drink and give them 
a symbolic meaning. 
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THE PORTRAIT OF YOUNG UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC 
 

Today, the issue of youth self-awareness and its activities play an 
important role in the development of society. One of the components of self-
development is the moral and spiritual upbringing, which has a great 
influence on every young person. Nowadays, when the world is in a rapid 
development, young people have a great responsibility for the future and 
their descendants. Therefore, it is important to study the views of 
contemporary youth from different sides, especially the comparison of ideas 
about the portrait of a young Ukrainian among the youth of the Roman 
Catholic parish and other branches of Christianity. Whereas many young 
people after leaving school are planning to go to Poland, where Roman 
Catholicism is one of the main branches of Christian belief, such 
investigation is important. 
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CULTURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF A PERSONALITY 

 
An individual spiritually and physically develops by devouring knowledge, 

critical thinking and creativity, so world culture develops human being. The 
term 'intellectual' is based on the development of our intellect, while the term 
'artistic' implies a more understandable form of its expression. These terms 
are arranged as homogeneous, because both imply the development of a 
person. The influence of intellectual and creative heritage is huge. For 
example, after the introduction of military service in Japan it lead to the fact, 
that working people got rid of the feudal system and it provoked ethno-
cultural uniformity and isolation from the world. The intellectual heritage that 
the Japanese received since then made the nation and each person 
wealthier, wiser, and even changed their set of value.  

In Ukraine, for example, families and schools enrich young generations 
and each child with rich heritage of the nation knowledge and experience. 
Knowing your past, you will be able to form yourself in the present. The 
intellectual heritage of great Ukrainian scientists, philosophers influences 
every Ukrainian. This is how culture lays the foundation for the development 
of our outlook, understanding of the world, and its pluralism. Speaking about 
artistic heritage, we can mention poets, artists, writers, musicians whose 
heritage we study and develop other cultural, family, cuisine, architectural, 
musical, etc. traditions of the nation. It forms a certain understanding of art. I 
would like to mention a talented Ukrainian musician Nikolai Lysenko, who 
was the founder of classical Ukrainian music and contributed to world 
culture. From my birth, I was given a sufficiently large amount of talents, but I 
devoted myself to music, which language I understand without any 
dictionary. It helps me to see the diversity of the world culture and arts.  
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LUBOMYR HUSAR ON SOCIAL AND POLITICAL EVENTS  
IN UKRAINE IN 2004-2017 

 
Our personality forms with a help of the environment. To become a real 

Human it is necessary to grow up and develop under the influence of people 
who has a high level of morality, desire to make the world better and 
experience in dealing with problems which our society face. Such people 
have a well-developed dignity and communication with them inspires to work 
on yourself. To my mind, one of them was Lubomyr Husar.  
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Firstly, it is necessary to mention that Lubomyr Husar was the 
Metropolitan of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church and had a deep 
understanding of the religious, political and social problems. What is more, 
Ukrainians gave him a status of moral authority to the events that occurred 
all over the world, because of his views aтв knowledge.  

The second thing I want to say is that Lubomyr Husar paid a lot of 
attention to young people to help them understand the importance of moral 
values in life. He supported a great number of youth organizations, 
especially spiritual ones. Furthermore, in our investigation we found that 
some of these organizations were created after Husar's death to spread his 
thoughts and moral ideals, for example 'Lyubomyr's Generation'. So, we can 
see that the influence of this person was great and people appreciate his 
contribution to the development of their outlook even nowadays. 

Thus, the Cardinal's ideas played an important role in our society and were 
authoritative for many of us. His views continue to spread and are the pearls of 
wisdom, which influence both young and adult people by showing them what 
are moral values, especially dignity, and how to become a Human. 
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THE ROLE OF HUMAN HANDS IN SHAPING THE OUTLOOK  

AND DEVELOPMENT OF ANCIENT CIVILIZATION 
 

The image of the hand accompanies a human being for many centuries. 
It is a silent witness and a combination of all the events that occurred with a 
person from the embryonic state, so should it a surprise that since ancient 
times human has used it as a means of prophecy, seeking to reflect his life 
in it and the letters that need to be decrypted. 

Human hand certainly had the richest symbolism and played an 
important role in shaping the consciousness and development of the ancient 
society, so it was analyzed the symbols of human hands in different 
historical periods. 

The novelty of this the work covers three areas of research: artistic, 
philosophical and religious (the first religious representations of people). 
Considering that the image of a human figure is an infrequent element of 
rock paintings, and relief fingerprints are found quite often, it can be argued 
that palms are not only the first form of human artistic expression – they are 
also a fundamental testimony that allows us to recognize the anatomy of the 
people of the Paleolithic period. 
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THE ART OF THE UKRAINIAN SIXTIES AS A MODERATOR  
OF THE FORMATION OF MODERN WORLDVIEW 

 
The aim of the paper is to reveal the worldview and value-related aspects 

of the art of the Ukrainian Sixties and the definition of its cultural potential 
through the dialogue of two cultures – the 1960s and modernity. 

The methodology of the study includes historical-comparative and 
dialogical methods. It allows to carry out a value-content analysis of the 
works of the Sixties, as well as to reveal the mechanisms of dialogue 
between the culture of the Sixties and the modern culture.  The historical-
cultural, worldview and value-sense aspects of the movement of the Sixties 
have been explained. It is shown that the internal contradictions of the 
Sixties era were caused by the collision of two outlooks. At the heart of one, 
lays the collective unconscious perception of the world, which led to the 
formation of the phenomenon of a homogeneous "Soviet people" and 
socialist realism in art. Another one worldview was based on the dominance 
of the individual component, which allowed the artist to fully reveal his talent. 
The main purposes of the movement of the Sixties were identified as desire 
to democratize society, create conditions for the development of the 
individuality of each member of society, and to help for the formation of 
Ukrainian nation identity. It was established that the Sixties did not have a 
single creative program. They were united by an era that created the 
conditions for the expression of various artists, the national consciousness, 
the opposition to the totalitarian regime and the ideological dogmas of 
socialist realism, the desire to revive society based on universal values and 
ideals. The Sixties attempted to resist the Russification of Ukrainians and 
reflected the real problems of contemporary society in the context of 
Ukrainian culture, history and national traditions.  

A comparative analysis of the 1960s and modern times has shown that 
contemporary Ukrainian society has not yet succeeded in implementing any 
of the program items of the Sixties, but the ideas of the Sixties are still 
relevant to Ukrainian society, they focus on important areas of its 
development. 
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PEACEKEEPING EDUCATION  
IN MODERN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

 
Nowadays humanity unfortunately still faces xenophobia, interethnic and 

religious conflicts, international terrorism, and increasing tension in human 
relationships. In a contemporary world, the main task for solving is rapid 
development of peacekeeping techniques as well as peacebuilding 
education that lead to people's consolidation. It is necessary for peaceful 
coexistence of different societies. The priority is given to the education of a 
tolerant, peaceable person who is able to deal with people of different 
nationalities and races. 

The purpose of this research is to study the ways and means of forming 
a tolerant, peaceful personality and the effectiveness of the club of 
peacemaking in a modern educational institution. It were analyzed new 
pedagogical models for defining the concepts of pedagogy in the world. The 
author proposed an attempt for implementations a means of peacekeeping 
education in modern educational establishments on the example of the 
PEACECreating Club. 

A practical course "Learn and teach the culture of peace" aims 
developing peaceful relation among adolescents (12-18 years) and 
increasing their level of tolerance.  

The paper reveals the essence of the concept of a culture of peace and 
the development of a new direction in pedagogy – the pedagogy of peace. 
Its main task is the formation of a global thinking and ways of peacekeeping 
behavior of the youth. 

The trends and ways of forming peacekeeping outlook and behavior 
among young people were studied. The analysis of contemporary 
approaches of the implementation of peacekeeping education, have 
identified several areas: tolerance formation, education on conflict prevention 
and resolution, alternative to violence, intercultural dialogue (communication) 
and effective communication. 

The conclusions prove the effectiveness of conducting the 
PEACECreating Club and the training course "Learning and teaching the 
peace culture" as a means of implementing the peace culture and 
peacekeeping education in a modern educational establishments. 
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CULTURES AND KNOWLEDGE 
 

Human civilization has existed for ages if we keep track the history of the 
ancient Middle East cultures. During this long period of time, humanity as a 
global formation has achieved a lot passing the way of civilization and 
cultural development from hunting and gathering surviving a number of 
scientific and technological revolutions to the present state of affairs.  

However, long before the appearance of the first civilizations, in accordance 
with the theory of evolution, humanity gradually evolved from the level of the 
animal and reached the present level of development of its own essential nature. 
The outlook of the human in the past was limited, because the first access to 
knowledge was more complicated in comparison with the present and the 
second stock of universal knowledge was less abundant than now. 

Today, there is an opportunity to receive information of a different type, 
level and quality in a huge amount and it is unregulated and unlimited. In this 
way, humanity in general and specifically taken human beings are under the 
direct influence of the information stock that is in its human possession. It 
can be concluded that those societies and individuals, who have unlimited 
access to knowledge, have the highest rates of development of 
consciousness and outlook, compared with those communities and their 
representatives who are more limited in their access to information and 
whose level of knowledge is smaller. 
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AN ART AS A MEANS OF PERSONALITY FORMING 
 

An art is a fair part of culture. It exists in such a variety of styles, genres, 
and species that many people sometimes confuse it with culture itself. The 
cognition of the world and the pleasure since childhood are beginning to 
shape our tastes. The vision of beauty and the ability to feel are forming an 
art in a person. 

The history of art is not only a changing in techniques, styles, and 
methods, but rather the development of ideas.  

The discussions about the nature of artistic abilities propose at least two 
opposite strategies: according to first version, humans born as a 'tabula rasa' 
(Lock and Rousseau), and only the education and society could change this; 
second opinion insists that genetics decides everything. 
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Scholars call not to ignore the factor of heredity, nevertheless, education 
and especially self-education are also very important, so without it even the 
child of genius parents will never become a successful person.  

Art as an instrument that helps a person if he or she does not become 
perfect, at least, to have an idea of what is called principles and ideals in life. 
Consequently, art as an integral part of culture can, with the help of 
expressive means and symbols, special signs, reveal the true essence of 
human being. Actually, this is something that no one can make, using only 
the mind or just feeling. Art is a combination of imagination, reason and 
analytics. From ancient times, it is a means of 'catching up' with the true self 
that forms the personality, even if the person him or herself is far from the 
artistic world, because it changes, helping humanity to create and preserve a 
sense of beauty that affects the formation of life goals in general. 
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PERSON AND NATURE 
 

Life in XXI century is possible only through the creation of new values of 
society, the enrichment of spirituality and building balanced worldview. 
People should radically change their attitude to the world otherwise it will be 
destroyed. An analysis and interpretation of the crisis in relation "human 
being and nature" guide scientists to find harmony in this system. 
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REVOLUTIONARY VALUES 

 
It is important for Ukraine today to conclude a new social contract and to 

form a system of values, as France once did, in order not to lose its 
statehood and ensure the country's development at a new civilization stage. 
This study drew parallels between the ideas, their embodiment and the 
consequences of the French Revolution and the tasks of Ukraine after the 
Revolution of Dignity. 

It were examined the values that should be proclaimed by Ukraine for its 
further social development. In order for Ukraine to have a chance to present 
its civilization project, Ukraine must provide Ukrainians with a sufficient 
standard of living. Therefore, the first value is freedom. In Ukraine, injustice 
is dominated by the absence of unconditional retaliation when there is 
selective justice when the crime is not punished when hard work is not 
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adequately rewarded. Hence, the second value is justice. Person lost 
interest in universal values and thus the ability to conscious association in 
social groups, the ability to create a new reality, which is the main weapon of 
human being. That;s why, the third value should be solidarity. However, 
besides all this, it is important for Ukraine to form national elite, which can 
perform the following tasks:  
 to be an aristocracy of the spirit, to serve as a model in a society on 

which one should be equal; 
 to understand the challenges and threats facing society; to identify 

ways to overcome these challenges, be the ideologues of the nation;  
 to have the ability to organize society and lead it. 
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A MODERN TEENAGER AND WESTERN CULTURE 
 

The term 'popular culture' (or pop culture) has existed for about a 
hundred years. It includes different tastes, patterns, brands that are popular 
among people. In the 21st century, the spreading of popular culture is 
connected with the fact of democracy and development of education, 
science and technology. People have become more uninhibited. Those 
things, which were earlier unknown or forbidden, are available and clear 
nowadays. In what ways does western culture have an effect on teenagers? 
It influences in a very simple way because of its accessibility and simplicity. 
The world of popular culture is many-sided: fiction literature and 
cinematography, pop-music and rap, rugby etc. Popular culture does not 
require certain knowledge or thoughts of a person. Conversely, a person 
degrades under the influence of it. The impact of popular culture on the life 
of teenagers is focused on preferences and needs of the 'average person' 
and it easily varies according to the trends that are popular in the society. 
Modern teenagers are easily swayed by 'zombification' and adopt western 
tendencies. If it orders to do something, teenagers obey orders, for 
example, wear tight jeans, get a face piercing or become 'a raver'. Does 
the popular culture really provide only something bad? Of course not. 
However, there are little good things. It does not mean that we should 
abandon the pop culture in general and start ignoring it. It is important not 
to lose ourselves in the world of pop culture. The main thing we should not 
be turned into a 'grey', passive crowd of soulless puppets that are moved 
by a puppet master. The main idea is not to lose those special things, 
which are native for us. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPTS  

OF LEGAL THINKING ON THE FORMATION OF LEGAL CULTURE  
OF PERSONALITY 

 
The phenomenon of law as a social fact and approaches to 

understanding its essence, role and meaning in human life and society are 
considered. The connection of law as an independent form of social 
consciousness with philosophy is substantiated through the definition of its 
fundamental issues. The role of the philosophy of law is formulated as the 
philosophical doctrine, which answers the questions of the legal sphere by 
the method of philosophy. The concept of legal thinking is described. The 
philosophical conceptions of legal thinking, in particular legal positivism and 
the concept of natural law, are analyzed. The necessity of formation of the 
legal culture of the person, without which it is impossible full-fledged 
socialization of a person, is expressed. The opinion is that legal thinking is 
only obtained from a variety of sources by a combination of legal knowledge, 
insists on the need for awareness of the value component of law, its 
ontological foundations. There are new challenges to modern humans such 
as conditions of the spread of legal nihilism, the ambivalence of the person's 
legal consciousness, the low level of legal culture and social activity of the 
population, disbelief at the state-and-state institutions, disorganization of the 
legal system, the growth of crime and the number of offenses. The paper 
presents the overcoming of this danger by forming a legal society based on 
the high level of legal culture of every person. This process, in turn, depends 
on the adequacy of the study of existing legal philosophical concepts of legal 
thinking and the development of an optimal concept for understanding the 
phenomenon of law as by philosophers so by jurists. 
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PARALLELISM IN THE VIEWS OF ANCIENT PHILOSOPHERS  

AND GREGORY SKOVORODA 
 

The paper deals with the views of the philosophers of antiquity and 
Ukrainian philosopher of cardiocentrism Gregory Skovoroda on morality of 
person, his or her inner spiritual world, nature of happiness. 
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In the XXI century, the crisis of the human spirit is rapidly progressing. 
The root causes of the crisis situation are the unwillingness of human being 
to resist temptations and sins and to understand him-/ herself, plunging into 
one's own inner world. 

The author analyzes the points of intersection of the views of 
philosophers on the moral problems of people, the path to oneself, the 
opportunity to be happy. 
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CREATIVE USE OF FOREIGN LOANWORDS  
IN MODERN UKRAINIAN SPEAKING 

 
The purpose of the paper is to study the creative forms of using foreign 

language borrowings in a globalized world by young Ukrainian speakers. 
Most of the foreign language loanwords until now are used to designate the 
subjects of the thematic group 'science and technology'. However, in the 
process of deepening in the study of the existing borrowing methods, it was 
observed that the main focus of the occupation and transformation of 
vocabulary was creativity. 

There are external and internal reasons using borrowings in the modern 
language expanding with words with similar morphological structure. 
Exceptional motives for the use of lexical borrowing are the special functions 
that the speaker guides: creation of coloring, own attitude, verbal assessment, 
humorous manifestations, social coloring, innovation variation, etc. 

The result of the analysis of the linguistic field of adolescents' idols 
shows the prevalence of foreign lexical borrowings over the words of the 
native language. Particular attention was paid for studying the creative way 
of word formation with the help of a combination of 'incompatible' elements 
of the native language with parts of borrowed words in copywriting, names of 
online educational projects, supplementing the interpretation of existing 
words in contemporary artistic environment, etc. 
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AN IMPACT OF THE WORLD INTELLECTUAL AND ARTISTIC HERITAGE  

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PERSONALITY 
 

Every nation has its set of values based on the heritage of a particular 
country and humankind. Great W. Shakespeare said, that "…our personality 
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is a garden and our will is the gardener". It means that a garden is our inner 
world and as each of us is born without any values, the family and 
community brings us up. The world culture began in a cave and developed 
into famous canvases, ritual dances – into folk performances. Great Mozart 
once spoke with a blind cook: "Listen and look!". He knew well that the man 
was blind. Mozart's creations helped the cook to 'see the light', feel harmony 
with Nature. Music helped the blind one to see gardens, skies, the beauty 
depicted in Mozart's masterpieces. Music is closely connected with dancing, 
playing an important role in my life, because I have been dancing since early 
childhood. Ritual dances, the magical meaning of which is forgotten today 
but the rhythm and costumes still remained actual.  

Isadora Duncan was an incredible American dancer and founder of 
special 'free dance'.  She performed it barefoot considering her body was in 
harmony with her soul. Margot Fontaine was another greatest dancer, who 
devoted herself to the audience and received an unbelievable feedback. 

Old films and books about celebrities develop not only our imagination 
but critical thinking and tolerance also. This is the way for bringing up the 
best features of our character, upgrading viewpoints, which make us better, 
more open to the global world. People should not be afraid of visiting 
museums, reading, dancing, be interested in art that make us happier. 
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NEW SYSTEM OF VIEWS ON PHILOSOPHY  
AND ITS PRACTICAL USE 

 
The future is becoming more and more unexpected. Humanity is facing 

some extremely serious threats in different spheres of social life. We are 
currently observing the final stage of quite a long and peaceful period of 
framing the Ukrainian society, which is leading to a distinctly new stage of 
drastic changes. Those changes are presupposed by revolutionary, 
geopolitical and military challenges. Under such harsh conditions, the 
necessity of forming a personality with subjectivity is becoming essential. 
This complicated aspect consists of an ability to create personal space and 
make changes in the life itself and in the world as a whole. Subjectivity is not 
an innate feature of a human and is not an exclusive characteristic of 
prominent people as it can be gradually built since childhood. We are 
inclined to believe that one of the most effective means of forming 
subjectivity is philosophizing – the way of thinking which is widely used in 
modern philosophic practices. The change of attitude to philosophy can be 
observed recently. This field of knowledge goes beyond the limits of the 
academic or scientific sphere. The 'old idea' that philosophy is not only a 
discourse, but also an applicable practice is emerging among all philosophic 
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novelties. It is reasonable to move in two main directions, keeping in mind 
modern challenges of subjective education in mind: 1) to form subjectivity as 
freedom of thinking; 2) to form subjectivity as freedom of action where an 
independent subject is fully responsible for a social act. To gain 
aforementioned goals, it is important to develop diverse types of thinking 
using a 'problem-activity' approach of transmitting knowledge. This concept 
is based on the productive discussion of a particular issue. Turning to the 
world intellectual heritage, we are obliged to acknowledge the contribution of 
the line of ancient philosophy Socrates and his Socratic Dialogue. The 
Socratic Method is an effective tool for promoting discussion by using well-
placed questions that encourage students to think and engage in in-depth 
discourse with one another. 
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A WORLD AND HUMAN BEING IN PHILOSOPHICAL ESSAYS  
BY MICHEL DE MONTAIGNE 

 
The works by philosopher and humanist by M. Montaigne could be read 

from youth and revisit during all human life. Michelle Montaigne is 
recognized as the founder of the essay genre. His work 'Essays' gave the 
name to a new genre. The structure of 'Essays' fragmental, it is divided into 
chapters of different volumes, but not bound with each other in the story. 
'Essays' are written in the form of a living, diverting conversation. The 
language of the book is rich, simple and natural. The subject of the book is 
diverse: it refers to ancient poets, the upbringing of children, ambition and 
health, death and wealth, glory and dignity, conscience and pedantry, 
loneliness and cannibalism. All essays can be divided into the following 
thematic cycles: soul and body; man and woman; education and friendship; 
knowledge and wealth; nature and state; life and death. 'Essays' is an 
embodiment of the author's outlook and contains the most serious and 
daring hopes of a humanist writer. The human mind can be considered as a 
character of his essay. Thanks to the frank manner of presentation, the work 
presents various literary genres: philosophical essay, critical essay, novels, 
and even poetry in prose. Montaigne in the philosophical work 'Essays' 
creates a realistic truthful critical self-portrait that reflects the problem of 
human existence through the actual self, which, in fact, initiates the 
existence of existential ideas in the prose literacy. Consequently, the most 
important Montaigne's credo is self-knowledge, an attempt to understand the 
world through yourself but not yourself through the world. 
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THE ISSUES FOR MILITARY CHAPLAINCY FORMATION IN UKRAINE 
 

The history of Ukrainian armed formations contains many examples of 
close interaction between state and church. The issue of chaplain pastoral 
care in Ukraine is becoming increasingly important and relevant in 
connection with the hybrid war. Chaplains (military priests) were along with 
the soldiers of the Ukrainian Army almost from the first days of the ATO. In 
addition to their duties as clerics, they assumed humanitarian assistance to 
the army, volunteered, fundraised for the purchase of equipment. Therefore, 
it is extremely important to study the process of designing an institution of 
military chaplaincy in modern Ukraine. The state and the church have made 
many important steps towards the normalization of relations in the field of 
military chaplaincy over the last 20 years. Researchers distinguish three 
periods of the process of cooperation between churches and religious 
organizations with the Armed Forces of Ukraine. However, the issue of 
establishing an institution of military chaplaincy goes to the national level 
only within the framework of the third period of cooperation between religious 
organizations and military structures (started in July 2014). The resolving of 
current cooperation problems of the Military Organization of Ukraine with 
Ukrainian churches, and even more so, ensuring of stable partnership 
relations for the long-term perspective are possible only with the adoption of 
the Law of Ukraine "On the Service of War Chaplains" and corresponding 
amendments to the Law of Ukraine "On Freedom of Conscience and 
Religious Organizations". These actions will reliably strengthen the legal 
framework for the cooperation of the Ukrainian State and Ukrainian 
Churches in the field of spiritual care of the members of the armed forces 
and will clearly define the rights and duties of military chaplains. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF ADVERTISING ON OUTLOOK  
OF ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN 

 
It is impossible today to imagine the world without advertising. 

Advertising is a special kind of activity that accompanies humanity 
throughout the history of its existence. 

Nevertheless, advertisers, if they wish to succeed, need to 
understand how the motivation is formed, how it acts and influences 
human behavior. It is also important to take into account the peculiarities 
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of every person; because advertising operates in different ways. As for 
teenagers, they are just beginning to determine their priorities, 
sometimes taking into account what they have heard and watch on TV. 
This is a great the influence of advertising. 

Adolescence is complicated by the fact that it is a formation of a person's 
worldview. At this period of life everyone is trying to understand the meaning 
of life, the place in the world this becomes especially relevant. A teenager 
needs the answer, something, which could explains everything. However, 
the teenager does not want and cannot accept that everything what adults 
say is important. He or she begins to compare words and acts of the older 
people and produces his/her own attitude to the world around. However, it is 
known that character and stereotypes of behavior develop in childhood, thus 
all the things that are around us have the influence on person. 

It is best to see the impact of advertising in a situation where the children 
are not able to buy what they like, then they clearly manipulate by their 
parents to receive desired thing. Teenagers also could begin to demand 
from parents what they heard in the commercials.  

Advertising has a very negative effect on the mental state of children of 
all ages. Watching commercials almost always causes excitement, 
embarrassment, annoyance, and sometimes-even anger. All of this destroys 
our nervous system and affects our whole body negatively. Therefore, 
advertising has a significant impact on the formation of personality. 
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CONFUCIUS INFLUENCE  
ON PERSONALITY FORMATION UNDERSTANDING 

 
China is one of the oldest civilized countries in the world. Its history is 

about five thousand years, and the phenomenon of the success of the 
heavenly empire forces scholars from different countries to study the roots of 
Chinese culture and traditions. The outstanding educator, the philosopher of 
China Confucius and his followers made significant contribution to the 
development and formation of personality. Confucius summarized the 
pedagogical heritage of China and formulated a unique theory of upbringing 
and learning. Confucius summarized the pedagogical heritage of China and 
formulated a unique theory of upbringing and learning. Based on his ideas, 
were formed uniform rules of education: respect for ancestors; the 
requirement of moral perfection of a person by suppressing selfish desires; 
an exaggerated sense of duty; establishment of harmonious relations 
between different layers of the population. Confucius spent the rest of his life 
studying and forming people who would be intellectually and morally 
developed and could serve society and the state. Confucius is believed to be 
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the first one, who had been established the cult of enlightenment and had 
been formulated the main goal of education, which was the need for moral 
attitude and perfection of any person. Most importantly, why taught 
Confucius his disciples – to be a person. The scholar attached importance to 
the development of personality. The purpose of the person's development 
was in the idea of education and formation of an ideal person, which would 
not do anything else that he would not want for himself. Human being 
develops and becomes a personality thanks to the love of knowledge and 
perseverance in teaching in unity with society.  
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PHENOMENON SVITLANA BEHUTOVA-LELYAKH AS AN ARTIST 

 
The object of our research is Svitlana Lelyakh's creative work. As an 

artist, she has recognition and victories in All-Ukrainian exhibitions and has 
honor in her homeland. 

The sources of this paper include conversations with Svitlana, the 
articles, recollections of close people and colleagues.  

The aim is in analyzes of the processes of rebirth national ways of art 
development. We tried to rethink the heritage of the past and its valuation, to 
reborn artificially interrupted styles and directions in art of Khmelnitsky 
Region.  

With the help of Svitlana Lelyakh work, we can learn the history of our 
country. An extraordinary personality of a sculptor and finally such lyrical and 
courageous woman is a magnificent phenomenon of a Ukrainian woman 
who stays conscious, believes in God and people in the most tragic 
moments. Lives for her close people and does not afraid to serve the truth.  
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROPAGANDA FILMS AS THE MEANS  
OF AGGREGATION IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR 

 
The topicality of this work is to carry out a detailed comparative analysis 

of the effectiveness of cinema propaganda and the creation of an image of 
the enemy of the Allied Powers and the Central Powers, on the example of 
Great Britain and Germany. Historiography describes in detail the plots, 
motives and themes of propaganda films, why the British and partly German 
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scholars paid a lot of attention. The appeal to this problem within the 
framework of this work is appropriate in connection with the absence of 
works in the historiography with a detailed comparative analysis of the 
effectiveness of film propaganda in the propaganda of the countries party to 
the First World War. 

This research is devoted to a comparative analysis of the effectiveness 
of cinema propaganda and the creation of an image of the enemy of the 
Allied Powers and the Central Powers, as exemplified by Great Britain and 
Germany. The First World War was a turning point in the history of the 
development of propaganda, which was due, in particular, the advent of film 
propaganda. Creating an enemy's image is one of the key elements of film 
propaganda and propaganda in general. 

The work was based on an analysis of the publications of the most 
authoritative newspapers and magazines, in particular The Times, The Star, 
Contemporary review and official films. 

Among all the means of propaganda during the First World War film 
propaganda was used for the first time. Cinema became a special tool for 
manipulating society. After all, it is cinema, unlike other channels of 
communication, shows a living picture, thus reflecting life's reality, only under 
the subjective angle and vision, as it would be beneficial to its creators. 
During the war, film propaganda becomes an instrument, which ultimately 
wins the enemy. 
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RELIGION AND ATTITUDES 
 

The theme of my research is to study the cultural and historical 
foundations of Christianity and Islam in order to identify common and 
distinctive features. Indeed, in recent decades, some religion extremists' 
movements cover or justify conflicts and terrorist attacks. It is the basic 
principles of religious beliefs that are a connecting element, and the ritual 
part, as a rule, acts as a cultural stratification inherent in a particular 
geographical region. The deepening of knowledge about Christianity and 
Islam will increase the tolerance of representatives of different religions, as 
well as the avoidance of conflicts on religious grounds. After all, polls among 
college students showed that many believe that Christianity and Islam are 
hostile to other religions, while 12 % say that all religions anticipate hostility 
towards members of other religions. 27 % of respondents admitted that 
religion affects for their attitude towards others, or affects partly. 
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ENTERTAINING PERFORMANCE AND DEVELOPMENT  
OF PERSONALITY 

 
Our world has a rich cultural heritage, which makes a great impact on the 

process of becoming an advanced personality. I think that theatre influences 
people from their birth when our parents take us to performances, acquaint 
with national and world plays, read fairytales and sing songs. 

The first main function of a theatre is to entertain the audience. 'Panem 
et circenses' was the intention of human beings from ancient Rome. The 
major aim of performances was the spiritual growth of people, to overthink 
their values. However, catharsis was vital and performances were 
informative. They told about important historical and everyday life events. 

The second important feature of a theatre is perfect self-development 
both of actors and actresses. I have been dealing with this kind of art for 
eleven years. I am going to continue my career as an actress. First and 
foremost, it develops a perfect aesthetic taste. Secondly, it helps us become 
nice speakers. What is more, we cooperate with a lot of creative and exciting 
people. We learn to be open-minded, feel relaxed and confident when 
performing. 

I would like to add that despite the fact that the Internet has replaced many 
things in our life, people still seek for emotions. They want to sympathize, be 
completely immersed into various activities, and desire to be skilled.  
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